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Maja Säfström
MAjA SäFSTröM (b. 1987) is the New York Times bestselling illustrator and author of The Illustrated Compendium of Amazing Animal Facts.

Säfström’s playful and irresistible style has won her a tremendous international following on social media, widespread critical acclaim and

multiple awards. Säfström works as a full-time illustrator and runs her own shop in central Stockholm.

did you know that an octopus has three hearts? Or that ostriches can’t walk backward? These and many

more fascinating and surprising facts about the animal kingdom (Bees never sleep! Starfish don’t have

brains!) are illustrated with whimsical detail in this charming collection by the New York Times

bestselling Swedish artist Maja Säfström.

The Illustrated Compendium of Amazing Animal Facts is Maja Säfström’s debut title and the book that

made her an internationally acclaimed illustrator. As beautiful as it is adorable – not to mention

wonderfully tongue-in-cheek – this collection of remarkable animal facts is guaranteed to delight all who read it.

Reading material: Swedish (115 pp) and english edition.

• More than 25 000 copies sold in the US alone

• More than 30 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• A New York Times bestseller

• winner of slangbellan 2016

Rights sold

Argentina, Brezal

China, Jieli (Simplified Chinese)

Finland, Nemo

France, Rue du monde

Germany, Random house

Italy, Nomos

Korea, Rh Korea

netherlands, Podium

norway, Kagge

Poland, Czarna owca

Slovakia, Albatros 

Spain, Planeta

Sweden, Natur & Kultur

Taiwan, Walkers (Complex Chinese) 

US, ten speed Press

Fantastiska fakta om djur (The Illustrated Compendium of Amazing Animal Facts)

You might already be a bona fide dinosaur expert, but did you know that once upon a time giant

dragonflies, horned beavers, enormous sloths, and fierce so-called “terror birds” roamed the earth?

These and many more fantastic extinct animals are illustrated in this whimsical collection by the New

York Times bestselling Swedish artist Maja Säfström.

Animals of a Bygone Era is Maja Säfström’s second work and the perfect continuation of her award-

winning series cataloguing the weird, wonderful, and plain lovable from the animal kingdom.

Reading material: Swedish (107 pp) and english edition.

Rights sold

China, electronics industry (Simplified Chinese)

France, Rue du monde

Italy, Nomos

netherlands, Cactus

Poland, Czarna owca

Spain, Brezal

Sweden, Natur & Kultur

US, ten speed Press

Fantastiska fakta om djur från förr (Animals of a Bygone era)

The illustrations are so beautifully simplistic and are so full
of warmth – how does she do it?? And I find it super
entertaining that she includes such short, fun facts! Yes, a
favorite book for sure, already. For young and old alike.”

AmeliA (Sweden)“



SeT In THe IdYLLIC small town of elvestad, the detective

Agency no. 2 series follows the adventures of our main

protagonists Tiril and Oliver – not to mention their dog

Ocho! Together the two young detectives collect

evidence, search for connections, and join the at times

perilous hunt for criminals. Concluding each book is an

afterword in which readers can put their own sleuthing

skills to the test!

The new crime fiction
series for kids engages
from mystery one.”

ØstlANds-PosteN

(nOrwAY)“

700 000

COPIeS SOLd In

nOrwAY

ALOne!

nOrwAY’S MOST SOLd CHILdren’S BOOK SerIeS FOr AGeS 6-9

★★★★★
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jørn Lier Horst & Hans jørgen Sandnes
jørn LIer HOrST (b. 1970) and illustrator Hans jørgen Sandnes (b. 1979) are the creators of detective Agency no. 2,

norway’s bestselling children’s book series. The award-winning Horst has besides his crime fiction books for adults also

authored the CLUe series (ages 9-12). In detective Agency no. 2, Horst’s ability to craft charming and believable

characters combines with Sandnes’ acclaimed illustrations, creating a rich universe full of adventure and mystery.

who is behind the strange thefts in riverton? nobody seems to see the connection between the

strange events taking place in riverton this summer: baker Monsen’s entire stock of yeast getting

stolen, the new bathing platform barrels at the beach going missing, and someone making off with all

the juniper berry bushes in the park. The list of stolen items just keeps on getting longer – not to

mention more incomprehensible. The young detective duo Tiril and Oliver are hot on the case, but in

desperate need of a clue to help point them in the right direction. It will take some genuine detective

work and a clever, four-legged ally to solve this case of missing items!

Reading material: norwegian edition (112 pp) and a full english translation.

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• The first part in the record-breaking series that sold 270 000 copies in norway during 2017 alone 

• The most sold norwegian children’s book of 2015

Rights sold

Catalonia, la galera

China, shanghai 99

Czech republic, Fragment

denmark, turbine

estonia, Varrak

Finland, otava

Greece, Kedros

Hungary, scolar

Israel, Rimonim

Korea, dasan

norway, gyldendal

Poland, media Rodzina

Portugal, leYa – gailivro

romania, Paralela 45

russia, Ast

Slovakia, Premedia

Spain, la galera

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Operasjon tordensky (Operation Thundercloud)

effective and educative crime fiction for the youngest. jørn Lier
Horst hits the target with his series about detective Agency no. 2.”

NRK (nOrwAY)“
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johan Theorin
jOHAn THeOrIn (b. 1963) began his literary career as a journalist and short-story writer. Theorin’s acclaimed öland Quartet, a series of four

suspense novels set on the Baltic island of öland, won him not only the admiration of international readers and critics but a multitude of

prestigious awards, including the CWA international dagger and the glass Key. Considered one of the most talented authors of crime

and mystery fiction in Scandinavia, johan Theorin is a master of atmosphere and darkness. The Battle for Salajak, the first installment in an

epic historical fantasy series called The jarmaland Chronicles, marks his debut in the genre of children’s fiction.

In the far north of Scandinavia, deep beneath Mount Salajak, the Midgard Serpent sleeps in its great cave.

Above it, the ancient race of hwitters stir in their castle, awakening from a long winter slumber. ristin, a

member of the winged elite force called mare hwitters, flies over Salajak’s icy top to welcome home the warriors returning from the human world

carrying meat… fresh meat.

As the enemy wakes in the north, three young brothers plan their escape from their farm in southern Sweden. Their goal is to join the army of

humans and fairies marching to stop the hwitters and their atrocities. The second oldest of the three eck brothers, niklis, wants to be a knave, and

the oldest, Samuel, dreams of becoming a knight. The youngest brother jöran would rather that they turned back home before death comes for them all. 

Lovisa Georgsdotter is the young daughter of the Lord of Frösön, the one who has called the army. Lovisa has found a hidden weapon in the lake Storsjön just outside

the island. A lindwyrm is swimming in its depths, long as a meandering rapid, and it comes to her call as Lovisa blows her birch horn.

The army marching northwards becomes the focal point around which destinies meet and intertwine only to be pulled down into the bottomless abyss beyond Salajak known

as jarmaland. In its icy and dark depths, the underworld’s goddess Hel rules supreme, and a secret as old as time waits for the adventurer brave enough to discover it.

Reading material: Swedish edition (unedited) and a full english translation.

• Publication date: may, 2018

Rights sold

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Slaget om Salajak (The Battle for Salajak– The jarmaland Chronicles #1)

The hwitters’ castle has fallen into the hands of Lord Georg and his human army. Of the royal hwitter family only Prince Aili is still

free, but he’s been forced to flee into the unknown darkness of the abyss jarmaland. By his side is his faithful bodyguard, the mare

hwitter ristin. ristin fears an attack from the humans above them as much as she does the hostile night wravers down in jarmaland’s depths. And she’s right to be scared:

Lord Georg has sent out a troop of soldiers to capture her and the prince. In it are two of the eck brothers, jöran and niklis. Assisting the troop is also Lovisa and her

lindwyrm, who scour the mountain tunnels. But the icy landscape of the abyss proves treacherous for all who try to descend it. Soon the prince, ristin and the eck brothers

have been separated. Alone, the four set out on their individual fated paths: Prince Aili to become the flawed hero of his people; ristin, who will lose her wings, to rise

to the skies again on a mighty beast; niklis, to grasp the sword in his quest for vengeance; and jöran, the most good-hearted of them all, to be given the name “outlaw.”

Reading material: Synopsis in english.

• Publication date: January, 2019

Rights sold

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Slaget om väggvärlden (The Battle of the Abyss – The jarmaland Chronicles #2)

Theorin’s prose is wonderfully descriptive”
the guARdiAN (UK)“
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death stalks the corridors and tunnels of Mount Salajak’s castle. Once the home of the mythical hwitters, the castle now belongs to

the humans. But a quiet war for power is going on. Since Lord Georg fell to his death, the ambitious adviser Sejenius has taken

command – even though the lord’s daughter Lovisa is the rightful heir. while Lovisa is busy hunting for the mare hwitter ristin who killed both her first love Samuel eck

and her father, Sejenius sets his plan into motion, his “final solution”: he’s going to wipe out all the hwitters, wravers and non-humans in the north, reducing them to

nothing but folklore. Meanwhile, in the abyss jarmaland’s depths, Aili the prince of the hwitters has discovered a mysterious species of mountain dwellers. They’re

guarding something, something big. But before Aili can find out what, he’s captured by Sejelius. It is instead ristin who finds the enormous secret: jarmungadir, the

Midgard Serpent. A sleeping weapon that will decide the war between men and hwitters forever, and perhaps even the fate of the world.

Reading material: Synopsis in english.

• Publication date: may, 2019

Rights sold

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Slaget i underjorden (The Battle in the Underworld – The jarmaland Chronicles #3)

The wravers’ fear-fuelled attack on the gigantic Midgard Serpent has caused the snake to shift, making all of Mount Salajak tremble.

Far down in jarmaland’s abyss, jöran and his shifty travel companion the wizard Hasveros have to dodge great falling stone blocks.

Hasveros has convinced jöran to go to the very bottom of the abyss with him, where he believes that eternal life awaits him in the goddess Hel’s realm. At the same time,

up on the surface, Sejenius’ paranoia and power hunger have reached new heights. when two familiar faces return with evidence that Sejenius was the one behind Lord

Georg’s death, he arrests them, killing one. The death sparks an attack from the bloodthirsty fairies, who flood the fortress. As the final great battle in the north begins,

jöran and Hasveros enter the realm of Hel and discover the true nature of the underworld. And the hwitters ristin and Prince Aili prepare to wake the Midgard Serpent,

jarmungadir.

Reading material: Synopsis in english.

• Publication date: January, 2020

Rights sold

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Slaget om Hels rike (The Battle of Hel’s realm – The jarmaland Chronicles #4)

The latest Swedish sensation.”
the times (UK)“

[johan Theorin is] without a doubt the best new
Swedish crime author I’ve read since stieg larsson”

dAgBlAdet (nOrwAY)“
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“What’s so strange about being scared of dying?”

roberta’s best friend Charlotte is seriously ill. She needs a new heart, and fast. At an auction,

roberta comes across a globe she’s told is magical. If you succeed at a very special mission, it just

might grant you your most fervent wish. Straight away roberta sees in the globe the chance to

save Charlotte’s life. Together with her friend eric, she sets out to rescue Charlotte and make her

well again. But will they make it before it’s too late?

Reading material: Swedish edition (224 pp) and a full english translation.

• national Bestseller

• More than 25 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Shortlisted for the swedish Radio’s Children’s Novel Award 2017

Kristina Ohlsson
KrISTInA OHLSSOn (b. 1979) is one of Sweden’s most successful authors of crime fiction and children’s books. Before becoming a full-time writer

in 2012, Kristina worked for among else the OSCe (the Organization for Security and Co-operation in europe) and the Security Service. In 2013

she wrote her first children’s book, The Glass Children. Selling over 200 000 copies in Sweden alone, The Glass Children and its sequels have won

multiple awards, and cemented Kristina Ohlsson as a highly popular author with a broad fan base of all ages.

Magiska hjärtat (The Magical Heart)

Rights sold

China, Beijing White horse time (Simplified Chinese)

Czech republic, mladá Fronta

denmark, Alvilda

Germany, Fischer

norway, Aschehoug

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

Bonnie and Charles are on the run and they have chosen Shadow Cove to hide in. The small town

is home to Bonnie’s grandmother, who lives right next to an old lighthouse on top of a cliff. The

children soon realize that Shadow Cove and the lighthouse have some dark secrets. A boy has gone

missing in town and is nowhere to be found. There’s whispers of a terrible legend – a headless Avenger that haunts the living from beyond the grave.

And one night Bonnie sees the lighthouse flash, despite her grandmother’s claim that it hasn’t been in use for over a hundred years. The children

decide to solve the mystery of the lighthouse and the missing boy. But can Bonnie and Charles do it alone? who in Shadow Cove can they trust?

Reading material: Swedish edition (213 pp).

• national Bestseller

• Almost 35 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• Chosen by Dagens Nyheter as one of 2017’s best children’s and YA books

Mysteriet på örnklippan (The Mystery on eagle’s Cliff)

Rights sold

Arab world, dar Al muna

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

Meg and Frank are spending the summer holiday at their Uncle eliot and Carl’s home at Hester Hill.

But no sooner have the siblings arrived at the big, old mansion than strange things start to happen.

where is the baby that Meg hears crying at night? who is the girl with the plait that’s waiting at

the deserted train station? And what was the great misfortune that once threatened to befall not

only Hester Hill, but the entire village? Meg and Frank soon find themselves embroiled in a

mystery dating back to the early 20th century. A mystery that will not only have them traveling

deep into the secret rooms and tunnels of Hester Hill, but also changing the course of history as they do so.

Reading material: Swedish edition (221 pp) and a full english translation.

• national Bestseller

• More than 40 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Mysteriet på Hester Hill (The Mystery of Hester Hill)

Rights sold

denmark, Alvilda

Germany, cbt Verlag

Hungary, Animus

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

Turkey, Kitap Kurdu
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One rainy night a giant sinkhole appears in the eldsala meadow. The hole reveals an underground

cellar, but no one can remember a house ever having stood there. Meanwhile, an unpleasant odor

is spreading in the small town, and Herbert soon suspects that something awful has happened in

the old cellar. Things get even spookier when one of the cemetery’s graves is opened up and two

of the coffins inside are found empty. Herbert and his friend Sally are in great danger, and they will

have to do their all to save not just themselves but eldsala. But is it already too late?

Reading material: Swedish edition (230 pp).

• Publication date: August/September 2018

Mumiens gåta (The Mummy’s riddle – The Monster Trilogy #3)

Rights sold

denmark, Alvilda

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

norway, Aschehoug

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

The forest is ablaze in eldsala. And it doesn’t appear to be an accident: somebody is deliberately

setting the fires. But that’s not all. At dusk, Herbert can hear eerie howls and glimpse big doglike

creatures among the trees. 

The two friends Herbert and Sally are drawn into a mystery far more dangerous than any would

have dared imagine. 

will they be able to save eldsala?

Reading material: Swedish edition (240 pp).

• national Bestseller

• More than 20 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Varulvens hemlighet (The werewolf’s Secret – The Monster Trilogy #2)

Rights sold

denmark, Alvilda

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

norway, Aschehoug

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

It is the warmest summer in collective memory and everywhere you turn in eldsala wasps are

flying about. Yet despite this unusual infestation all is well in the small town - or at least it seems

so initially. The summer takes a turn for the ghastly when people start falling ill, turning feverish

and red–eyed. Herbert and his friend Sally are both gripped by a feeling of foreboding. Something

terrible is about to happen. Together the two seek shelter in their secret hideout, the abandoned

mill. There no living – or dead – will be able to reach them. Or will they?

Reading material: Swedish edition (240 pp).

• national Bestseller

• More than 30 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

Zombiefeber (Zombie Fever – The Monster Trilogy #1)

Rights sold

denmark, Alvilda

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

norway, Aschehoug

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

9

There is no better author than Kristina Ohlsson when it
comes to crafting suspense for voracious young readers.”

sVeNsKA dAgBlAdet (Sweden)“
9 - 1 2  Y e A r S



12-year-old Billie and her mother move to an old house in a small town after Billie’s father has

passed away. Immediately after they move in, strange things start happening in the house and

Billie senses that someone or something does not want them to live there. who is tapping on her

window in the middle of the night, and why does the ceiling lamp suddenly start to swing? And

who keeps placing the little glass figurines on the table? Billie’s mother loves their new home and

only gets annoyed when Billie says they are not welcome in the house. But Billie knows something

is wrong and together with her new friend Aladdin, who lives on a houseboat with his parents, she starts to investigate

the dark history of the house and it’s former inhabitants. 

The Glass Children is Kristina Ohlsson’s children’s fiction debut and, just like her adult crime novels, it’s a truly suspenseful

experience.

Reading material: Swedish (240 pp) and english edition.

• no. 1 national Bestseller 

• More than 100 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• winner of the swedish Radio Children’s Book Award 2013

• winner of the latvian National library Children’s literature Centre’s Award 2015

• Shortlisted for the Crimetime specsavers Award 2016 

Glasbarnen (The Glass Children – The Glass Children Trilogy #1)

10

A mix of crime, thriller, horror and supernatural. /…/ [Ohlsson] creates a summer warm,
nice and enjoyable atmosphere. just to – suddenly, now and then – let the horror in.”

KVÄllsPosteN (Sweden)“

The Glass Children possesses all the elements of a thriller, and is filled with
mystique and strange events /…/ it resembles old-fashioned mystery books
like those by enid Blyton in that the children themselves must unravel the
mystique without adult support. /…/ Kristina Ohlsson’s children’s book debut
whets the appetite. It is difficult to find good books suitable for children around
ten, and for this age group The Glass Children is excellent. just big enough
doses of suspense, sharp characterization, and an unexpected conclusion.”

sVeNsKA dAgBlAdet (Sweden)

“

Rights sold

Arab world, dar Al muna

Bulgaria, Koala ergo

Czech republic, mladá Fronta

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, tiritamm

Finland, WsoY

Georgia, mtP

Germany, cbt

Hungary, Animus

Italy, salani

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Nieko Rimto

Macedonia, tRi

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, media Rodzina

Portugal, Bertrand

Slovenia, miš Založba

Spain, destino (World Spanish)

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

UK, Penguin Random house (World English)

Vietnam, Kim dong
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It’s winter in Åhus. Things have been disappearing from Aladdin’s parents’ restaurant in the water

tower, and Aladdin and Billie decide to find out who - or what - is stealing. Aladdin has noticed a

boy - dressed in shorts despite the freezing winter temperatures - lurking around the restaurant.

But he always disappears when Aladdin approaches him and he leaves no tracks in the fresh snow.

Aladdin and Billie have already agreed that ghosts don’t exist, but now they are in doubt. To get

to the bottom of the mystery, Billie, Aladdin and Simona keep watch outside the water tower for

an entire night. what they find out leads them to an old local legend about someone known as The Silver Boy - someone

who has been dead for more than 100 years.

The Silver Boy is the second book in the trilogy about Billie, Aladdin and Simona. Creepy and deliciously spooky, The Silver

Boy will delight all children and adults who enjoyed The Glass Children. Here too, it’s the children who resourcefully solve

the mysteries around them.

Reading material: Swedish edition (272 pp) and a full english translation.

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• More than 55 000 copies sold in Sweden alone

• winner of the Book Jury Award 2014 - Chapter Book of the Year ages 9-12

• winner of the swedish Bookshop Association’s our Choice Award 2014

Silverpojken (The Silver Boy – The Glass Children Trilogy #2)

easter is coming and Simona is looking forward to spending the whole week at her grandmother’s

house, just the two of them. But something is wrong. Grandma is tired and lost in thought. And

Simona hears creaking footsteps from The room of Sighs - but no one is there! The large stone

statues in the garden keep on changing locations mysteriously. And where do the strange voices

on the old cassette tapes come from? Voices telling Simona to hurry up before it’s too late. As the

questions pile up, Simona asks her friends Billie and Aladdin to help her get to the bottom of what

is going on.

The Stone Angels is the final installment in Kristina Ohlsson’s bestselling and awarded children’s trilogy about Billie,

Aladdin and Simona and their adventures in the small town of Åhus.

Reading material: Swedish edition (236 pp).

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• More than 40 000 copies sold in Sweden

Stenänglar (The Stone Angels – The Glass Children Trilogy #3)

A skillfully constructed mystery /.../ It is intelligent and has a drive that makes the book impossible to put down. And not for a
moment is  Ohlsson too explicit about the little clues to the solution of the mystery which she drops along the way. That is skillful.”

uPsAlA NYA tidNiNg (Sweden)“
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Rights sold

Arab world, dar Al muna

Bulgaria, Koala ergo

Czech republic, mladá Fronta

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, tiritamm

Finland, WsoY

Germany, cbt

Hungary, Animus

Italy, salani

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Nieko Rimto

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, media Rodzina

Portugal, Bertrand

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

UK, Penguin Random house (World English)

Vietnam, Kim dong

Rights sold

Arab world, dar Al muna

Bulgaria, Koala ergo

Czech republic, mladá Fronta

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, tiritamm

Finland, WsoY

Germany, cbt

Hungary, Animus

Italy, salani

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Nieko Rimto

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, media Rodzina

Portugal, Bertrand

Sweden, lilla Piratförlaget

Vietnam, Kim dong
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jørn Lier Horst
BeSTSeLLInG AUTHOr jørn LIer HOrST (b. 1970) has won multiple awards for his crime fiction books for adult readers, but is likewise known for his

ability to thrill young readers with charming yet chilling mysteries. Horst’s standing as the norwegian king of crime fiction for children of all

ages was cemented when he created the CLUe series, the most popular series in the 9-12 age category in norway. 

Cecilia lives at The Pearl, a guesthouse run by her dad in the idyllic small town of Schooner Cove. when Cecilia

and her friends Leo, Une, and Une’s dog egon get wind of the fact that some mysterious characters are staying

in the grand old house, there is no stopping the gang from embarking on a sleuthing adventure fraught with

thrills and danger. And as a man is found dead on the beach, the strangers’ connection to the man is gradually

brought to light. Taking the investigation into their own hands, the four friends uncover a complex crime

involving shadowy figures, shipwrecks, and big money – not to mention one creepy salamander.

The key phrase in jørn Lier Horst’s first installment in the CLUe series, The Salamander Mystery, is “All we know is that we know

nothing.” The quote is ascribed to the famous Greek philosopher Socrates, credited as one of the founders of western philosophy.

Socrates’ views on morals form a red thread throughout The Salamander Mystery, where readers are given the opportunity to

effortlessly learn more about his philosophy and moral dilemmas as they try to solve the case together with the CLUe gang.

Reading material: norwegian edition (144 pp) and a full english translation.

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• More than 100 000 copies sold in norway alone

• Shortlisted for the Ark’s Children’s Book Award 2012

Rights sold

Czech republic, Jota

denmark, Carlsen

Finland, sitruuna

Greece, dioptra

Korea, dasan

norway, Kagge

Poland, smak slowa

Salamandergåten (The Salamander Mystery – CLUe #1)

The Triangle Mystery is the twelfth and last installment in the CLUe series. This time it is the devil’s Triangle –

a triangular area out at sea, not far from the shores of Schooner Cove – that sparks a great new mystery for

the CLUe gang to solve. during the past century, the Triangle has become infamous for the suspicious shipwrecks and airplane crashes that occur

within it just a bit too often. As sunny May rolls around, two scientists arrive at Schooner Cove to study the phenomenon. Cecilia, Leo, Une, and

Une’s dog egon are meanwhile looking to recover some mysterious images from some suspicious characters. Triangles and patterns aren’t only

showing up inside the devil’s Triangle out at sea, as it would happen.

In The Triangle Mystery, the mystery of the priceless Bolette ring is at last solved as well, concluding the storyline that began in book nine of the CLUe series, The

Wolfhound Mystery. The philosophical backdrop of the twelfth and final CLUe book is the teachings of Pythagoras: his famous theorem on right triangles and his belief

that “all is number”.

Reading material: norwegian edition (154 pp).

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• More than 10 000 copies sold in norway alone

Rights sold

norway, Kagge

Film Rights

norway, maipo

Triangelgåten (The Triangle Mystery – CLUe #12)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12



The CLUE series’ name 
comes from th
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of the series’
 books a new m
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is introduced 
along with the 
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 twelve CLUE books have sol
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jO neSBø (b. 1960) is the author of the critically acclaimed and internationally bestselling doctor Proctor series, and he is also the author of several

stand-alone novels and the crime series featuring Police detective Harry Hole. Translated into 50 languages, nesbø’s novels have sold more than

40 million copies world wide. nesbø started writing the doctor Proctor series in 2007 after his daughter asked him to tell her a story at the dinner

table. Since then, doctor Proctor and his friends have won the hearts of critics, booksellers and readers all over the world.

doctor Proctor, Lisa and nilly are back in a zany adventure from norway’s most successful

writer.

Can doctor Proctor save Christmas? That is the question on everyone’s mind when

Mr. Thrane buys the rights to celebrating Christmas and millions of children all over the

world are in danger of never getting their presents. Together with Lisa and nilly, Proctor

has to ally with Father Christmas himself, who certainly isn’t the huggable, grandpa-like

figure they thought he was.

Reading material: norwegian (256 pp) and english edition.

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• More than 45 000 copies sold in norway alone

Kan doktor Proktor redde jula? (Can doctor Proctor Save Christmas?)
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Rights sold

Bulgaria, emas

Czech republic, Zlin

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, Varrak

Finland, WsoY

Germany, Arena

Greece, metaixmio

Hungary, Kolibri

Iceland, Forlagid

Italy, salani

netherlands, lemniscaat

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, dolnoslaskie

romania, trei

russia, Azbooka-Atticus

Slovakia, iron libri

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

UK, simon & schuster (UK & Commonwealth)

US, simon & schuster (incl. Canada)

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Flowingly and cheerfully written, with many messages to the reader, it’s easy to think that
this is a story that doesn’t take itself too seriously. But look at how it’s all put together, how
even tiny joking comments come to drive the plot pages later, and how all of it comes together
in a perfect and just a bit sugary conclusion. This is what great adventure stories look like.”

dAgsAViseN (nOrwAY)“
T H E  D O C T O R  P R O C T O R  S E R I E S

★★★★★

jo nesbø

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S



doctor Proctor, nilly and Lisa must travel to London to find out who robbed the entire

norwegian Gold reserve. (It sounds like a lot of gold, but since norwegians eat so much

candy and subsequently need so many gold fillings in their teeth, the Gold reserve has

dwindled to a single bar of gold.) nevertheless, the trio’s mission is to retrieve the gold

in time for the annual checkup of the norwegian Gold reserve Inspection, or else norway

is sure to plunge into panic and chaos. disguised as detectives, old ladies, and babies they

infiltrate the world’s most terrifying group of villains, led by a lady so evil not even Scotland Yard dares arrest

her. The mission proves to be more complicated than the three friends first thought – not only must they plan

a completely impossible counter-robbery, they must also participate in the Premier League finals and challenge

the world’s most expensive soccer player – Ibranaldovez. nilly and Lisa bravely join the rotten Ham soccer

team, and use doctor Proctor’s Fartonaut Powder and various other inventions to steer the hopeless underdog

team to victory.

Reading material: norwegian (232 pp) and english edition.

• International Bestseller 

• The most sold norwegian children’s book of 2012

• no. 1 national Bestseller in all categories, including adult fiction

• More than 70 000 copies sold in norway alone
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Rights sold

Brazil, martin Fontes

Bulgaria, emas

Catalonia, la galera

China, dolphin media (Simplified Chinese)

Croatia, Fokus

Czech republic, Jota

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, Varrak

Finland, WsoY

Germany, Arena

Greece, metaixmio

Hungary, Kolibri

Iceland, Forlagi∂

Italy, salani

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

netherlands, lemniscaat

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, dolnoslaskie

romania, trei

russia, Atticus

Serbia, odiseja

Slovakia, iron libri

Slovenia, didakta

Spain, la galera (World Spanish)

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Turkey, Pegasus

UK, simon & schuster (UK & Commonwealth)

US, simon & schuster (incl. Canada)

doctor Proctor and the gang yet again provide
medicine for bad moods and lacking reading pleasure.
Young and old will enjoy this fourth book, in which
even the fart powder’s effect reaches new levels./…/
nesbø’s universe is a great travel destination for the
autumn’s read aloud sessions; the feisty characters
faithfully deliver their blend of very immature and
rather adult humor. The language is as always playful,
effective and spiced up with surprising metaphors.”

VeRdeNs gANg (nOrwAY)

“

doktor Proktor og det store gullrøveriet (doctor Proctor and the Great Gold robbery)

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S
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The third book featuring doctor Proctor and his friends is about an alien invasion, choir

music vs marching bands, doctor Proctor’s Power Potion, how socks reALLY disappear

from washing machines, genuine frog men, not quite so genuine baboons, sinister waffle

irons, and not entirely perfected balancing shoes. Plus a seven-legged Peruvian sucking

spider, a king in exile, and the end of the world. Maybe. This time along, jo nesbø blasts

through all realistic constraints and introduces delightfully grotesque aliens in a style

reminiscent of Roald dahl’s The Witches.

Reading material: norwegian (342 pp) and english edition.

• International Bestseller 

• The most sold norwegian children’s book of 2010

• no. 1 national Bestseller in all categories including adult fiction, unprecedented in norwegian publishing history

• Almost 100 000 copies sold in norway alone

• winner of the Norwegian Critics’ Prize for literature 2010 

• Shortlisted for the ministry of Culture Award for Children’s and Young Adult literature for ‘Best

Children’s Book’ and for ‘Best Illustrations in a Children’s Book’, for Per dybvig’s artwork 

doktor Proktor og verdens undergang. Kanskje. (doctor Proctor and the end of the world. Maybe.)

Rights sold

Brazil, martin Fontes

Bulgaria, emas

Catalonia, la galera

China, dolphin media (Simplified Chinese)

Croatia, Fokus

Czech republic, Jota

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, Varrak

Finland, WsoY

Germany, Arena

Greece, metaixmio

Hungary, Kolibri

Iceland, Forlagi∂

Italy, salani

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Alma littera

netherlands, lemniscaat

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, dolnoslaskie

romania, trei

russia, Atticus

Serbia, odiseja

Slovakia, iron libri

Slovenia, didakta

Spain, la galera (World Spanish)

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Turkey, Pegasus

UK, simon & schuster (UK & Commonwealth)

US, simon & schuster (incl. Canada)

Vietnam, tre Publishing

The end of the world looms as doctor Proctor and co, fuelled by lots of jelly, struggle to thwart an alien invasion with quirky
inventiveness. Children will love the wacky humour, nail-biting cliff-hangers, weird characters and crazy inventions.”

the heRAld (UK)“

As a children’s author [nesbø] is simply brilliant… The goodies line up for both children and adults: Per dybvig’s illustrations
are as mad and chaotic as always, perfect for the Proctor stories. just as elegant is nesbø’s spirited linguistic flounce.”

stAVANgeR AFteNBlAd (nOrwAY)“

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S
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doctor Proctor has gone to Paris to reunite with the love of his life – juliette Margarin –

but something seems to have gone awfully wrong along the way. One day, nilly and Lisa

receive a postcard from the mad professor in which he claims to have been trapped in

time. now, it is up to the fast-talking little redhead and his clever partner to get doctor

Proctor out, and quick. And despite their vivid imaginations, they can hardly imagine

what lies ahead: an incredible adventure through time, in which the two of them will

change the course of history in a fantastical way. 

Reading material: norwegian (320 pp) and english edition.

• International Bestseller 

• The most sold norwegian children’s book of 2008 

• More than 110 000 copies sold in norway alone

• Shortlisted for the Ark’s Children’s Book Award 2008 

• Shortlisted for the Norwegian Booksellers’ Prize 2008 

Rights sold

Brazil, martins Fontes

Bulgaria, emas

Catalonia, la galera

China, dolphin media (Simplified Chinese)

Croatia, Fokus

Czech republic, Jota

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, Varrak

Finland, WsoY

Germany, Arena

Greece, metaixmio

Hungary, Kolibri

Iceland, Forlagi∂

Israel, Kinneret Zmora

Italy, salani

Korea, sakyejul

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Alma littera

netherlands, lemniscaat

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, dolnoslaskie

Portugal, Planeta

romania, trei

russia, Atticus

Serbia, odiseja

Slovakia, iron libri

Slovenia, didakta

Spain, la galera (World Spanish)

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Turkey, Pegasus

UK, simon & schuster (UK & Commonwealth)

US, simon & schuster (incl. Canada)

Vietnam, tre Publishing

doktor Proktors tidsbadekar (doctor Proctor and the Time-Travel Bath Bomb)

The doctor Proctor books are gloriously silly, which is exactly what appeals to young
readers, who want something exciting to read that will also make them laugh out loud.”

dAilY Post (UK)“
9 - 1 2  Y e A r S



doctor Proctor is a crazy professor. well, almost. Actually, he is an aging inventor waiting

for his big break. when he teams up with his next-door neighbor Lisa and her peculiar

friend nilly in making the world’s most powerful farting powder, it seems like his dream

is about to come true. But in the background lurk the ruthless twins Truls and Trym

Thrane. The drama that is sparked on Cannon Avenue will have repercussions that stretch

beyond the imaginable, involving a wild chase through the sewer system of Oslo,

anacondas, and nASA. with a great deal of humor and witty dialogs, jo nesbo chisels out his wonderfully weird

characters and lets his imagination run wild in this delightful children’s book debut reminiscent of Roald dahl. 

Through a fantastic story that contains an equal amount of suspense, laughs and colorful characters, jo nesbø

offers a deftly veiled moral to his young readers: all in all, Doctor Proctor’s Fart Powder is a story about the

importance of being yourself, and how the required courage is bestowed through creatvity and imagination.

Reading material: norwegian (222 pp) and english edition.      

• International Bestseller 

• The most sold norwegian children’s book of 2007 

• More than 160 000 copies sold in norway alone

• Shortlisted for the Ark’s Children’s Book Award 2007

• Selected for the Richard and Judy Children’s Book Club in the UK 

Rights sold

Albania, dituria

Brazil, martins Fontes

Bulgaria, emas

Catalonia, la galera

China, dolphin media (Simplified Chinese)

Croatia, Fokus

Czech republic, Jota

denmark, Alvilda

estonia, Varrak

Finland, WsoY

Galicia, Rinoceronte

Germany, Arena

Greece, metaixmio

Hungary, Kolibri

Iceland, Forlagi∂

Indonesia, gradien mediatama

Israel, Kinneret Zmora

Italy, salani

Korea, sakyejul

Kvensk, Kvensk institut

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Alma littera

netherlands, lemniscaat

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, dolnoslaskie

Portugal, Planeta

romania, trei

russia, Atticus

Serbia, odiseja

Slovakia, iron libri

Slovenia, didakta

Spain, la galera (World Spanish)

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen

Turkey, Pegasus

UK, simon & schuster (UK & Commonwealth)

US, simon & schuster (incl. Canada)

Vietnam, tre Publishing

A hilariously funny, totally crazy, and exceptionally
brilliant book. Five laughs a page, brilliantly set, with
some fantastic characters. And I can’t wait for the
next book by jo nesbø, the most explosive one yet!”

the guARdiAN (UK)“
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doktor Proktors prompepulver (doctor Proctor’’s Fart Powder)

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S
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A.Y.W.D.N.E.
ANIMALS YOU WISH DID NOT EXIST

There are certainly some secrets that should remain secret. You probably have a few

yourselves. Like certain infatuations. Some strange habits. A prank or two. But there

are also secrets that are so important, so terrible, and so incredibly creepy that

they cannot continue being just that. Secrets, that is. 

Animals You Wish Did Not Exist is a book full of such things.

Specifically, secrets in the shape of animals you have never heard of before. Animals

that the police and the authorities don’t want you to know about. Perhaps because

they are worried you will panic and sprain your ankle badly when you run away

screaming.

But they are out there. At this very moment a huge Mongolian water vole could

be waiting for its next victim in an alley in Oslo. Or a Nepali dog bird could be

licking the face off a poor old mountain climber in the Himalayas. And who knows,

perhaps a horn-nosed frog is sucking the eyeballs out of a Venezuelan fisherman at

this very moment.

The truth must be told. That’s why I decided to gather some of the animals that

you really wish didn’t exist in this book. And not least, I decided to create an

exhibition in order for people to experience these fascinating creatures up close.

The exhibition opens at the Natural History Museum in Oslo on September 29th, 2010,

and I recommend that you go have a look. So that you know what awaits you the day

you find yourself in the wrong alley. Or worse – the day you suddenly find yourself

face to face with the most terrifying of them all: the animal that is planning no

less than the End of the World.

Viktor Proktor
Doctor Victor Proctor, Cannon Avenue, Oslo, Norway

September 28th 2010

Reading material: Norwegian edition (55pp) and a full English translation.  

RIGHTS SOLD

Czech Republic, Zlin

Denmark, Alvilda

Finland, WSOY

Germany, Arena

Hungary, Kolibri

Norway, Aschehoug

Russia, Azbooka-Atticus

Slovakia, Iron Libri

Sweden, Bonnier Carlsen



when Big Ben suddenly stops ticking, william knows something big is about to happen. And sure

enough, a mysterious figure calling himself the Orbulator Agent shows up, marking the start of a

new whirlwind adventure for william and his best friend Iscia. what does the Orbulator Agent

want with william? … And what on earth is an orbulator, anyway?

dark secrets and seemingly impossible-to-crack codes fill the pages of the third installment in the

internationally acclaimed william wenton series, William Wenton and the Orbulator Agent.

Bobbie Peers’ return to the wenton universe is a sparkling parade of ingenious twists and turns, smart-mouthed robots,

and bravery – in all its shapes and sizes.

Reading material: norwegian edition (224 pp).

• national Bestseller

• 15 000 copies sold in norway alone

• Film rights sold to Oscar® nominated director morten tyldum

Bobbie Peers

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S

BOBBIe PeerS (b. 1974) made his mark on norwegian film history when he in 2006 won a Palme d’or for Sniffer, written and directed by Peers

himself. The award became the first of many milestones in Peers’ career as a director and screenwriter. 2015 witnessed the multi-talented

Peers’ debut as a children’s books author. William Wenton and the Luridium Thief is the first book in a forthcoming series featuring the code

breaking whizz william.

22

Orbulatoragenten (william wenton and the Orbulator Agent – william wenton #3)

Bobbie Peers has created an entertaining and fascinating
universe in an adventure series for kids that moves at 110
kilometers per hour /…/ The most hilarious mix of robot comedy,
science fiction and action adventure that I’ve read in years.”

★★★★★

VeRdeNs gANg (nOrwAY)

“

Rights sold

Brazil, harperCollins

Catalonia, estrella Polar

China, shanghai 99

Croatia, Naklada ljevak

Czech republic, Zlin

denmark, gyldendal

estonia, helios

Faroe Islands, BFl

France, Pocket Jeunesse

Germany, Carlsen

Greece, Kedros

Hungary, libri

Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld

Israel, Armchair Books

Italy, il Castoro

japan, say-Zan-sha

Korea, gobooky Books

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Baltos lankos

Macedonia, Bata Press

netherlands, gottmer

north Sami, davvi girji

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, Znak emotikon

Portugal, Porto

romania, Nemira

russia, Ast

Serbia, laguna

Spain, destino

Sweden, B Wahlströms

Taiwan, eastern Publishing

Turkey, epsilon

Ukraine, Ababagalamaga

UK, Walker Books

US, simon & schuster

Film Rights

US, Norse Code



william is back at the Institute for Post-Human research, where everything seems to have

changed for the harsher. everywhere you turn there are guards, curfews and strict new rules. The

cause lies frozen in the cellar of the Institute: Abraham Talley, the man who not long ago almost

killed william. But something’s not quite right... who is the mysterious lady trying to contact

william at night, and what is the cause of the seizures he’s suddenly having? And what on earth

is a cryptoportal?

william and Iscia are once more about to face dark forces of untold power as they embark on a breathtaking journey in

search of the secrets of luridium.

William Wenton and the Cryptoportal is the second installment in Bobbie Peers’ delightfully innovative and action-

packed series about william wenton and his friend Iscia.

Reading material: norwegian edition (269 pp) and a full english translation.

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• 30 000 copies sold in norway alone

• Film rights sold to Oscar® nominated director morten tyldum

• Shortlisted for the Ark Children’s Book Award 2016

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S
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Kryptalportalen (william wenton and the Cryptoportal – william wenton #2)

Peers has cracked the code: he knows what is needed, and how to
make it his own. In William Wenton and the Cryptoportal he adds just
enough of a twist to the universe he crafted in William Wenton and the
Luridium Thief to make it feel fresh and unfamiliar, and the book
becomes even more thrilling and unpredictable. In both books, it’s the
mystery that carries the plot forward rather than struggles and
confrontations. what Peers succeeds in doing, not many others in this
country could do. He knows what thrills as well as how to make it so.”

BARNeBoKKRitiKK (nOrwAY)

“

Rights sold

Brazil, harperCollins

Catalonia, estrella Polar

China, shanghai 99

Croatia, Naklada ljevak

Czech republic, Zlin

denmark, gyldendal

estonia, helios

Faroe Islands, BFl

France, Pocket Jeunesse

Germany, Carlsen

Greece, Kedros

Hungary, libri

Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld

Israel, Armchair Books

Italy, il Castoro

japan, say-Zan-sha

Korea, gobooky Books

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Baltos lankos

Macedonia, Bata Press

netherlands, gottmer

north Sami, davvi girji

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, Znak emotikon

Portugal, Porto

romania, Nemira

russia, Ast

Serbia, laguna

Spain, destino

Sweden, B Wahlströms

Taiwan, eastern Publishing

Turkey, epsilon

Ukraine, Ababagalamaga

UK, Walker Books

US, simon & schuster

Film Rights

US, Norse Code

Full of secrecy, intrigue with an element of fantasy, this really is a pageturner
- think harry Potter meets dan Brown with a hint of John grisham!”

the guARdiAN (UK)“



william wenton is the world’s greatest code breaker. The only thing is, he doesn’t know it yet…

william has always wondered why his family suddenly had to change their name and address

eight years ago, moving from england to sleepy little norway. And he can’t help but miss his

grandfather, who mysteriously went missing just as they left their old home. It isn’t until william

solves the Impossible Machine, the toughest code in the world, that he begins to see the danger

that’s been nipping at his heels all these years. If he is to survive the coming battle, he’ll have to

find his grandfather right quick, not to mention make full use of his uncanny talent for code breaking.

William Wenton and the Luridium Thief is a wild ride through a fantastical new universe. Bobbie Peers’ imagination has

created a world rich in detail and humor, not to mention excitement.

Reading material: norwegian (238 pp) and english edition.

• no. 1 national Bestseller

• 60 000 copies sold in norway alone

• Film rights sold to Oscar® nominated director morten tyldum

• winner of the Ark Children’s Book Award 2015

• winner of 2015’s Best Children’s Books awarded by norwegian Public Service radio and Television

• winner of the Book of the Year Award 2016

9 - 1 2  Y e A r S
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Luridiumstyven (william wenton and the Luridium Thief – william wenton #1)

Rights sold

Brazil, harperCollins

Catalonia, estrella Polar

China, shanghai 99

Croatia, Naklada ljevak

Czech republic, Zlin

denmark, gyldendal

estonia, helios

Faroe Islands, BFl

France, Pocket Jeunesse

Germany, Carlsen

Greece, Kedros

Hungary, libri

Iceland, Bjartur & Veröld

Israel, Armchair Books

Italy, il Castoro

japan, say-Zan-sha

Korea, gobooky Books

Latvia, Zvaigzne ABC

Lithuania, Baltos lankos

Macedonia, Bata Press

netherlands, gottmer

north Sami, davvi girji

norway, Aschehoug

Poland, Znak emotikon

Portugal, Porto

romania, Nemira

russia, Ast

Serbia, laguna

Spain, destino

Sweden, B Wahlströms

Taiwan, eastern Publishing

Turkey, epsilon

Ukraine, Ababagalamaga

UK, Walker Books

US, simon & schuster

Film Rights

US, Norse Code

A norwegian fantasy hero of international
proportions. /…/ If there’s one thing norway’s
world of children’s books needs, it is an
international bestseller. Here it is. Bobbie Peers’
William Wenton and the Luridium Thief has the
potential to become the new Percy Jackson.”

dAgBlAdet (nOrwAY)

“

William Wenton and the Luridium Thief is a book that delights with all its
energy and vitality. It will be fun to follow william on his onward journey.”

WeeKeNdAViseN (denMArK)“
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